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Introduction
From mastering the letters of the alphabet to fine motor play, preschoolers are constantly learning about their world
through hands-on activities. This book will provide lesson plans and hands-on activities centered around a specific theme.
These are called thematic lesson plans.
Whether you are a parent, care-giver, or teacher, this book is easy to use. It is a guide to learning with a focus on
interactive experiences. Each activity contains a learning objective, material list, and step by step directions.

How to Use This Book
First, page through the lesson plans to get a quick overview of the activities. Decide which activities would best fit the
age and needs of the children in your care. Sort the activities into different days. It is recommended to read each book in
the unit every day, but you may plan to focus and go more in depth on one book each day. When making your learning
plan, consider alternating active activities with quiet activities to provide preschoolers with the opportunity to balance out
the learning day. Add in open ended indoor and outdoor playtime activities. Use the list on the following pages for ideas.
Thoughtful planning and interactive activities can make a learning day more enjoyable.
Gather the materials needed for each activity selected. Organizing materials ahead of time will allow you to focus on the
play and learning without interruptions. Collect the books needed from the library, your own bookshelves, or purchase from
a book store. Place the books and materials in large bags, containers, or a designated area. If you have toys or dress up
items related to the theme set them in a basket and place them in the pretend play area for children to explore.
Finally, do the selected activities with the children. If the learning activity is too difficult or too easy, look for activity
extensions and ideas for how to modify the activity to provide more support or to extend the learning. Feel free to make
your own modifications to the activities as you know the children best. Most activities will take anywhere between 15 and
30 minutes to complete. Take the behavior cues from the children to assess if they are ready to move on or would like
more time.

Indoor Playtime Activity Ideas
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Beach ball and laundry basket basketball
Cars in cardboard box tunnels
Painting and coloring
Making music with instruments
Pretending with dolls
Playing dress up
Puzzles and board games

Outdoor Playtime Activities
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sidewalk chalk
Tossing and catching balls
Three-wheel riding toys
Scooping and pouring in the sandbox
Water exploration with cups
Swinging and sliding
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Winter
Concepts:
Winter, snow, snowflakes

Recommended Reading:
The Mitten by Jan Brett
The Snowy Day by Ezra Jack Keats
Animals in Winter by Henrietta Bancroft
Snowballs by Lois Ehlert
The Biggest Snowman Ever by Steven Kroll

Recommended Songs:
Three Little Kittens
Penguin Count by Jack Hartmann
Winter Hokey Pokey
The Colors of Winter by Nancy Stewart
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Activities at a glance:
Literacy:
Sight Word Snowman Building
W is for Winter
Roll a Winter Animal
Lowercase Matching Snowball Game

Math:
Counting Spin & Cover
Mitten Matching
Snowy Numbers
Beaded Snowflake

Science:
Snowball Melting
Freezing and Thawing Objects

Art:
Tape Resistant Painted Snowflake
Snowflake Art
Icicle Art

Social Studies:
Where Does It Snow?

Fine Motor:
Fine Motor Snow Painting
Count and Cut Snowman

Sensory:
Fake Snow
Snowflake Sensory Bottle

Gross motor:
Acting Out The Mitten
Snowflake Hop
Winter Animals Pretend Play

Circle Time:
Measuring with Mittens
Snowball Number Line

Social / Emotional:
Snowman Emotions
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Sight Word Snowman
Book based on:
Snowballs

Skills targeted:
Sight words, letter recognition,
letter sounds, concept of word

Materials:
•
•
•

Blue and white construction
paper
Scissors
Black marker or pen

How to:

Modifications / extra ideas:

This simple snowman literacy activity is perfect for children
who are beginning to read. It’s a hands-on way to help
children become familiar with and recognize sight words.

For children who are not quite ready to read, focus on the
letter recognition aspect of spelling the sight words. Say,
“We’re going to spell the word ‘the’. I need the letter t first.
Which of these two letters is a t?”

Prepare the activity by gathering the supplies needed. Write
a list of sight words that the children are currently working
Have each child spell his or her own name in the same
on learning. Cut out several hat shaped cutouts from blue
snowman format.
construction paper. Make one hat for each word. Next,
cut circles from white construction paper. These are the
snowman body parts. Using a black marker or pen write one Adapt:
letter on each circle.
Use simple CVC words (cat, dog, mop, hen, big) for children
who are beginning to master letter sounds and early
Set out the snowballs and hats on a table. Explain to the
reading.
children that this is a reading and spelling game. Tell them
to select a hat from the top of the pile, identity the sight
word, and then build the word using the white “snowballs”
with the corresponding letters.

Model for the children how the game works. Select a sight
word snowman hat and find the snowball letters needed to
make the word. Next put the sight word snowman together,
placing the letters from top to bottom starting at the hat,
in order to spell the word. Afterwards ask the child to name
each letter to spell the word. Finally identify the word.
As children become more familiar they may be able to easily
identify and spell each word. Change things up and add new
sight words by simply cutting out more snowman hats with
different sight words.
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W is for Winter
Book based on:
Snowy Day

Skills targeted:
Letter identification, letter sounds,
story setting

Materials:
•
•
•
•
•

examine and discuss the variety of materials available for
stamping. Dip each in the white paint and stamp onto the
letter W. Repeat until the W is covered with “snowflakes.”
Encourage children to say the /w/ sound as they stamp.

How to:
Incorporating art into letter identification with this simple
art alphabet project! Art activities are an engaging way to
help children learn letter formation.

Let the paint dry then display.

While reading the book Snowy Day, point out that the
ground in each outdoor scene is covered by powdery white
snow. The snow in the setting helps us know that the story
takes during the winter. Explain that the setting of a story
is when and where a book takes place. The streetlights and
buildings are another clue to the setting. This book takes
place in the city.

Modifications / extra ideas:
Take the learning outside! Bundle up and explore the winter
weather. See if children can take a stick and make a track in
the snow just like Peter does. Challenge the children to draw
Ws in the snow with their sticks.

Ask children, “How do you know what time of year this story
is set in?” Acceptable responses: The pictures show snow.
Peter makes tracks in the snow. He is sledding.
Invite children to point to what they see on each page and
describe it with their words.
Explain to the children; “Today, we are going to make our
own winter picture to help us remember the setting of the
story and learn the letter W.” Show children the paper W.
Say, “W makes the /w/ sound. You hear the /w/ sound at
the beginning of the word winter. /w/ winter.”
Prior to offering this activity to children, precut an
uppercase letter W out of the blue construction paper
for each child. Set up a painting station with white paint,
spools, cotton swabs, cotton balls, and the Ws.

Blue construction paper
Scissors
White paint
Paper plate
Items to stamp (cotton swabs,
empty thread spools, cotton
balls)

What words begin with the letter W? Use a large piece of
paper and record all the W words children can think of:
walrus, wagon, Wednesday, winner. Make a quick picture
next to the word so that children can practice reading and
writing W words. Read the words together after the list is
complete. Place this chart near the writing center.

Adapt:
Collect items around the room that begin with the letter W
such as a washcloth and toy wagon. Place these items into
a bucket or basket. Make a label for the basket with the
capital and lowercase W,w.

Place a large letter W in front of each child. Together
11
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Roll & Make Sentences
Book based on:
Animals in Winter

Skills targeted:
Oral Language: speaking in
complete sentences, animal
adaptations

Materials:
•
•
•
•

Empty washed small milk carton
or empty tissue box
Markers
Tape
White paper

How to:
Speaking in complete sentences out loud can be a great
way for children to strengthen their vocabulary and oral
language skills. This Roll a Winter Animal game is a fun
way to practice sentence making skills while discussing how
animals change and adapt to their environments!
Wrap white paper to cover a small milk carton (or empty
tissue box if you don’t have a milk carton available) and
tape the paper in place.This will form a cube to use for the
activity.
After reading the book Animals in Winter, ask children,
“What was your favorite animal in this book?” Call on the
children to share their favorite. As they say each new
animal, write the name of that animal on one side of the
cube. If a child says monarch, then write the word monarch
on one side of the cube. Sketch a quick picture to help
young children read the word independently.
Explain to the children, “This is our winter animal cube. We
will use it to make sentences.” When a child has the cube,
they roll it, read the word, and make a sentence about that
animal. Remind children that a complete sentence should
include the animal and what it does. Model this with one of
the animals selected: “A monarch flies south in the winter.”
The child could also say, “A monarch has wings,” or “A
monarch is black and orange.”

lives in the winter. Remind children to use the science
vocabulary that they recall from the book such as migration
and hibernation. If a child is having difficulty thinking of
a sentence, turn to the page in the book that shows that
animal. Have the child point to one thing on the page that
makes that animal special and model saying a complete
sentence about it.
If there is just one child, the adult and child may take turns
creating sentences out loud about the animals.

Modifications / extra ideas:
To connect oral language to written language, consider
writing the sentences each child says on a large chart paper.
Point and read the sentences after each child has had the
opportunity to roll an animal and make a sentence.

Adapt:
For extra support, have children work together in pairs to
make a sentence. One child can roll and read the animal
word and the second child says something about that
animal to finish the sentence.

Encourage children to say a sentence about what that
animal can do, what it looks like, what it eats, or how it
12
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Matching Snowball
Book based on:
Snowballs

Skills targeted:
Letter recognition

Materials:
•
•
•
•

Snowball printables
Paper / cardstock
Laminating pouches
Scissors

With either game, some cards may be removed to simplify
play. Be sure to sort cards into matches first, remove some
matches, then stack the cards, shuffle, and play.

How to:
Children won’t even need to wear their mittens during this
snowball letter matching game! After reading the book
Snowballs, introduce the wonder of winter through this
hands on literacy activity. Introduce lowercase letters while
encouraging development of short term and visual memory.

Modifications / extra ideas:
Ask the child to sound out the letter as they place it on the
table. The child could also be asked to name a word that
starts with the letter as well.

Prep by printing and cutting out all of the cards. Laminate
the cards for extra durability. Stack with the cards into a
pile and shuffle well.
There are several ways to play:
Memory Game: Lay all of the cards face down on a flat
surface in rows. Taking turns, each child will turn over two
cards to try to make a match. Keep any matches and play
until all letters are paired. Count the matches to see who
has the most!
Snowball Fight (Go Fish): Deal the cards so that each child
has five. Place the remaining cards in a pile in the middle.
The children will take turns asking another player for a
letter they need. “Do you have a b?” If the other child does
have the letter, they must give it to the child who asked.
This match is kept aside. If the other child does not have
the letter, they “hit” the child who asked with a snowball by
handing him or her a card from the middle of the pile to add
to the cards in their hand. Continue play until all letters are
matched.
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Spin and Cover
Book based on:
The Biggest Snowman Ever

Skills targeted:
Math, fine motor, memory

Materials:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Printable
Cardstock / paper
Scissors
Paperclip
Paper fastener
Gems or similar

How to:

Modifications / extra ideas:

This Winter Spin and Cover activity is beneficial to children
because they can learn to identify numbers in multiple
ways. Understanding the connection between numerals and
the value they represent establishes a foundation for future
math skills. This activity practices fine motor skills with the
action of spinning and placing a manipulative on the game
board.

Instead of gems, use snowflake foam pieces, cotton balls,
blue and white buttons, or cut squares of blue foam.

To prep, print out one sheet per child. Push a paper fastener
through the middle of the spinning area to make an
appropriate hole. Attach the paperclip to the paper fastener
and secure it in the paper. Leave room for the paperclip to
spin.

Adapt:
This could also be a great activity for practicing subtraction.
Children spin twice. Using the two numbers, subtract the
small number from the big number and cover the answer on
the page.

To play, have children flick or simply push the paperclip to
spin it. When the paperclip stops spinning, have the child
identify the number. Place the gem on that number’s value
on the sheet.
As children play, talk about each number they spin. “That’s
the number three. Lots of snowmen have three parts: the
head, middle, and bottom.” “You just landed on a five! Is
five greater or less than the three we landed on last time?”
The activity is complete when all the numbers have been
covered by gems/ snowballs.
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Mitten Matching
Book based on:
The Mitten

Skills targeted:
Math, visual discrimination, circle
time, fine motor

Materials:
•
•

How to:

An alternative way to play on a different day is to have one
child describe his mittens to another child who will be the
finder. “My mittens are red with white spots. Yes, those are
my mittens!”

Visual discrimination is the ability to see differences in
objects. This skill is needed to differentiate between items,
numbers, and letters that are the same or different.
Children begin by matching and sorting objects (like
mittens). This is practice so that they may later recognize
subtle differences in numbers in equations and letters while
reading.
Ask children to each bring in a pair of mittens or gloves
from home. The adult leading the activity may want to have
a small collection of mittens and gloves gathered ahead of
time in case some children forget or if playing with one or a
few children instead of a larger group.
This is a great activity for circle time! Gather children in a
group to sit in a circle. Put all the mittens and gloves into
a pile or a basket in the middle of the group so that all
children can see. Mix the mittens up.

To add fine motor work to the activity, the adult can hang a
string or yarn in the room. When a pair of matching mittens
or gloves are found, children can use clothespins to hang
them together on the string. Pinching clothespins works
muscles in the hands and fingers that will later be used for
writing. Inviting children to put on their gloves or mittens
independently is also great fine motor practice! It is a
challenge for preschoolers but they feel so successful when
they get them on their hands by themselves!

Modifications / extra ideas:
If real mittens and gloves are unavailable, print or color
paper mittens to match instead.

Take turns to ask each child one at a time to find both of his
or her mittens. Once the matching mittens are found hold
them up together for the children to examine. Identify ways
that they are the same. Point out how they are different
from other mittens in the pile. “Your gloves have stripes just
like these mittens but they are different colors. Your gloves
match and the stripes on these mittens are different, aren’t
they?”
Return the matching pair to the pile and mix them up again
so another child may have a turn.

Several pairs of matching
mittens and/or gloves
Clothespins, string or yarn
(optional)

Adapt:
Some children will need less mittens in the pile as options
when they are attempting to make a match. The adult may
want to put the mittens in a row so they can easily all be
seen while making matches.
Older children can help write the descriptions of their
mittens for the game. The adult can help model write the
adjectives the child uses to identify her mittens.
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Snowy Day Numbers
Book based on:
The Snowy Day

Skills targeted:
Math, fine motor

Materials:
•
•
•
•
•

Construction paper
Marker
Glue
Cotton balls
Access to a refrigerator

How to:
After reading the book Snowy Day, discuss with students
how the book takes place in the winter and depicts snowfall
in the city. Some children in certain parts of the country
will have never experienced snow before! Ask how they
think snow feels to the touch. (Soft, fluffy, cold, etc.) Let
them know they will have a chance to use fake snowballs in
today’s math and number recognition activity.

Modifications / extra ideas:
To reinforce the number, have the children also glue that
many snowballs somewhere on the piece of paper.

Prepare this activity the night before by placing cotton balls
in the refrigerator. This will make the snowballs nice and
cold just like snow!
Remove the cotton balls from the refrigerator and gathering
the remaining supplies. Decide which number the children
will work on and draw that number onto a piece of
construction paper.
Before working on the number recognition project, take
some time to talk about how the cotton balls might feel
similar to (or different from) real snow. The cotton balls will
quickly start to get warm. At this point they are ready to
use in the number recognition activity.
Invite the children to use their “snowballs” to cover the
number written on the construction paper. The children will
then glue the cotton balls onto the number as “snowballs”
or you may encourage the children to pull the cotton balls
apart to make it resemble fluffy snow.
Continue until the number has been covered with “snow.”
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Beaded Snowflake
Book based on:
The Snowy Day

Skills targeted:
Math

Materials:
•
•
•

Three white pipe cleaners or
chenille stems
Pony beads in two colors
Thread (optional)

If desired, use the thread to hang the snowflakes as
decorations.

How to:
Snowflakes are mathematical treasures! They are beautiful
displays of symmetry, shapes, and patterns in nature.
Children can make their own snowflakes using simple math
concepts and fine motor skills in this fun beaded snowflake
craft.

Modifications / extra ideas:
If the children have already mastered AB patterns, move
on to other patterns such as ABB and ABC. Another option
is to allow the child to create his own pattern on the first
appendage and reproduce it for the rest of the snowflake

To prepare this activity, twist the three pipe cleaners
together in the middle to form a six-pointed snowflake.

If the child is ready for higher counting skills, count out the
needed beads before adding them to the snowflake.

Present each child with a prepped snowflake and two
containers of colored beads. Each container should hold only
Ask the children to help sort the beads before beginning the
one color (sorting the beads is an extra skill). Instruct the
craft.
child to pick a color to go first. Put one bead of that color on
each appendage of the snowflake. Encourage the children to
count the beads as they work.
Next, tell the children to take a bead of the other color and
add it to each appendage of the snowflake. Again model
how to count the beads. Repeat this so that the colors form
an ABAB pattern.
Once the pattern is established, have the children
guess which color is coming next before adding it to
the snowflake. The children will continue this until the
appendage is nearly full, leaving the last centimeter empty
for easy closure. Help the children finish their snowflakes by
bending the end of each pipe cleaner backward to hold the
beads in place.
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Snowball Melting
Book based on:
The Snowy Day

Skills targeted:
Science, math

Materials:
•
•
•

Snow (if none is available, ice
would work as well)
Plastic Zipper Bags
kitchen timer

How to:
Snow is a unique sensory material to include in preschool
lessons. In this activity, snow will be brought inside the
classroom to be used in a science and math activity related
to the book Snowy Day.
While reading Snowy Day, refer back to the page in the
book where the boy places a snowball in his pocket. Discuss
this idea with the children. Ask them what happened to the
snowball the next day. (It melted). Ask them if they think
it took the snowball the entire night to melt. Allow each
child to make a hypothesis about how long they think it
would take a snowball to melt in a coat pocket. Record their
answers in a visible place like a chart or chalkboard.

(Larger snowballs take longer to melt. Some coats have
warmer pockets, etc.)

Modifications / extra ideas:
Try leaving snowballs in different locations in the room like
on a desk, in a pocket, on the floor, etc. Compare which of
those melts the soonest and discuss the results!

Next, explain to the children that you will be testing how
long it takes for a snowball to actually melt in a pocket.
Offer each child a plastic bag with their name written on
it. Take them outside and ask them to make a snowball to
put in their plastic bags. Once each student has a snowball
inside his/her bag, take them back inside and have them
hide the snowballs in their coat pockets.
Using the kitchen timer, set an alarm to check the snowballs
for the first prediction the children made previously. (This
may be as soon as one minute!) When the alarm goes off,
have children check their snowballs. Set the alarm for the
next prediction and check again at that time. Continue this
process until the children see the snowball has melted! If
they notice that some snowballs are melting faster than
others, stop to discuss why they think that might be.
18
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Freezing & Thawing
Book based on:
The Snowy Day

Skills targeted:
Circle time, literacy, science

Materials:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Small containers
Small items (such as plastic
toys)
Sensory bin or some sort of
container to hold water
Plastic hammers
2 Cups of water, one cold and
one warm
Pipettes or medicine droppers
Food coloring (optional)

How to:

tinted with food coloring for a color mixing experience.

Exploring how water turns into ice gives children a chance
to wonder and then investigate. Children will begin to think
about the scientific states of matter including liquids and
solids. This activity answers the questions, “What makes
water turn into ice? What makes ice turn into water?”

The next day, pull the containers out of the freezer. What
happened to the water? Why? Review what the children
thought would happen. Get another sheet of paper and ask
the children what they think will happen when they put cold
water or warm water on the ice. Write their answers on the
paper.

Before experimenting with water and ice, read the book
The Snowy Day by Ezra Jack Keats. Call particular attention
to Peter putting the snowball into his pocket. Once Peter is
indoors, he cannot find the snowball. His pocket is empty.

Place the containers of ice in two different bins. In one bin
have a cup of cold water and pipettes, and in the other have
warm water and pipettes. Encourage the children to squirt
the ice and see what happens. Which one starts to melt
quicker? What does the ice turn to when it melts?

After reading the book, ask the children where snow comes
from. What is the temperature like outside when snow is
falling? What happens to the snow when it gets warmer
outside? Think again about why Peter could not find his
snowball. What was the temperature outside when Peter
was playing in the snow? What was the temperature inside
of Peter’s house?

After they have melted down some, remove them from the
containers so the children can handle them and hammer the
ice to remove the small pieces. How do they feel? Remind
the children how Peter’s snowball felt when he first made it.

Tell the children that they are going to do an experiment
with water and ice. What will happen when we put water in
the freezer? What will happen when we remove it and squirt
water on it?
If there is a group of children, create a chart on a large
sheet of paper. Write down what each child thinks will
happen when the water is placed in the freezer. Fill
containers with water and tell the children you are going to
put it in the freezer overnight. Have them add small objects,
such as plastic animals. Each container of water can be

Modifications / extra ideas:
Try different methods of melting the ice. Move the ice to
different parts of the room such as a sunny window sill,
inside a closet or cabinet, or near a heater vent. If it is
freezing outside, place the containers of water on the patio
and see what happens.
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Tape Resistant Snowflake
Book based on:
The Snowy Day

Skills targeted:
Art

Materials:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

White paper
Pencil
Painter’s tape
Scissors
Blue watercolor paint
Paint brush
Water
Cup

How to:

Modifications / extra ideas:

This tape resistant snowflake is a fun art project for children
to create during the winter. Drawing, cutting, and painting
are all important skills for young children to learn and
develop. Practicing these skills will help children to develop
their fine motor skills, hand and eye coordination, and
muscle strength in their hands.

To extend this activity, children can learn the science behind
this art project and experiment with and explore resistance
using other objects. For example, children can color a thick
layer of crayon or wax on a piece of paper and spray water
on top of it. The wax will prevent or resist the water from
soaking into the paper.

To begin their project, children will draw a snowflake onto
heavy, white paper such as cardstock or watercolor paper.
They will then cut painter’s tape and cover their markings.
Children will use blue watercolor paints and paint their
entire piece of paper. They can use different shades of blue,
white, and gray paint too. Children can also use multiple
coats of paint or more water to wash out areas of their
painting.

Adapt:
For children who haven’t developed their fine motor skills
or hand muscle strength yet, encourage them to draw the
snowflake but help them cut the tape by using hand over
hand support.

After the paint dries, children will carefully remove the
painter’s tape to reveal their snowflake.
Through this art painting activity, children will use their
senses, experiment with paints and color, test cause and
effect relationships, and develop their creativity.
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Snowflake Art
Book based on:
The Snowy Day

Skills targeted:
Art, science, fine motor

Materials:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cardstock
White school glue
Salt
Blue food coloring
Eye dropper
Tray

How to:

Modifications / extra ideas:

Snowflakes are miniature masterpieces of winter. They are
intricate, unique, delicate, and beautiful. This snowflake
art activity will give children a chance to appreciate the
beauty of snowflakes! Children practice fine motor skills and
pincer grasp when using the eye dropper. Exploring color
and experimenting with dropping color on the salt will help
promote creativity and a sense of wonder in children.

This same process could be used when making a snowman
or snowballs instead of a snowflake. Other colors, rather
than just blue, could be used as well if desired.

Place a piece of cardstock in a tray to contain the mess.
Draw a snowflake onto the paper in white glue and sprinkle
salt over the glue so that it sticks to the shape. Tip the
cardstock on its side into the tray gently tapping to loosen
excess salt to reveal the salted snowflake. This works with
the glue still wet or dried overnight so it can be prepped
the day before but it’s not necessary.
Mix about 4 drops food coloring in water. Provide the
eyedropper and the colored water to the children. Drop one
drop of water at a time onto the salt and watch the color
appear in a crystal type formation. Children will see how the
salt absorbs the watercolor and changes the color.

Adapt:
Children may be able to complete the whole process on
their own. If not, have the child help sprinkle the salt as
well as drop the colored water onto the salt. It may help
to not fill the dropper completely when handing it to young
children.
To encourage this activity in a more challenging way, ask
the child to create snowflakes in different designs from one
another. It could also be challenging and fun to create a
whole sky full of snowflakes on one paper.
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Icicle Art
Book based on:
The Snowy Day

Skills targeted:
Fine motor, art

Materials:
•
•
•

Icicles (ice cubes can be
provided as an alternative
material)
Construction paper
Mittens (optional)

How to:
Ice is a fun wintery material to include in preschool lessons!
In this activity, children will have a chance to use ice and
watch it melt onto their papers to create lines, forms,
and shapes. This art activity also promotes fine motor
development as children practice drawing and writing with
their icicles.
In the book The Snowy Day By Ezra Jack Keats, Peter (the
main character of the story) makes different lines in the
snow using his feet. He also finds a stick and uses that to
make lines in the snow.. While reading the story, discuss
different types of lines with the children: straight, diagonal,
dashed, etc. Let them know they will have a chance to draw
different types of lines with another winter material todayicicles!

and draw. As the children drag the ice across the paper,
they will be excited to see how the icicle “paints” on the
paper. Eventually, the children will notice the water on the
paper evaporating, providing an opportunity to discuss the
changing states of water as a solid, liquid, and gas.

Adapt:
Instead of drawing lines or shapes, have the children
write their names, letters, numbers, or sight words on the
construction paper.

If weather permits, take children outdoors to find icicles.
Talk about the best place to find icicles such as in places
where snow will be melting and refreezing as it drips.
Carefully collect the found icicles and place them in a
container to bring indoors for the art activity.
If there are no icicles ice cubes can be used instead. Try this
with the long ice cubes that go into water bottles. These are
much easier for children to hold for writing.
Once indoors, provide each child with construction paper
and an icicle/ice cube. Allow them to draw lines and shapes
on their construction paper using the icicles. If children
find that their hands get too cold, they can wear a mitten
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Where Does It Snow?
Book based on:
The Snowy Day

Skills targeted:
Social studies, literacy

Materials:
•
•

Paper for Recording Children’s
Responses
Globe

How to:

have been discussed with the globe.

This social studies activity helps children think about the
parts of the world where it snows. Recording the children’s
thoughts in writing is a way for them to connect their words
with print and understand the meaning behind it.

As children come up with answers, write these down. The
children will see their answers in print, which will help them
associate their spoken words with written words. Place the
answers in a spot for the children to see.

Snow is an incredible and magical part of nature. In some
areas of the world, snow is common and part of people’s
lives for months. But for those who live near the equator,
snow is a beautiful mystery.

Modifications / extra ideas:
Add to the question by asking, “Where Doesn’t It Snow?”.
Talk about the climate of a desert and how it is the
opposite of a cold mountainous region. Discuss some of the
differences such as whether it is flat or rocky.

Using a globe, point to the equator and explain that all of
the surrounding areas have hot weather. Talk about how
the equator is in the center of the earth and the sun shines
most directly over that area. It’s so warm in those areas
that they don’t experience the seasons that the rest of the
world does. Many of those people do not even see snow!
The only exception is in the mountains – places such as Mt.
Kilimanjaro in Africa. Find mountain ranges on the globe
and talk about how they still get snow because of their
altitude, or how high they are.

Explore cold regions more by talking about the different
animals that live and thrive in snowy and mountainous parts
of the world. With a map of the world and small animal
figurines, have the children place the animal on the map
where it would live.
Talk about what people wear when it is cold. Bring in props
such as scarves, mittens, boots, hats, snow pants, and
more. If there is a dress-up area, home living area, or
dramatic play section, these would be perfect additions to
have around for this theme.

Explain that the further away people live from the equator,
the colder it gets. Countries that are near the north and
south poles get lots of snow and they have freezing cold
temperatures!
After talking about where it snows, reinforce these concepts
by writing them down. The adult can do this on any writing
surface. Start by writing, “Where Does It Snow?” This is the
chance for children to recall from memory the places that
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Snow Painting
Book based on:
The Snowy Day

Skills targeted:
Fine motor, art

Materials:
•
•
•

Blue construction paper
Washable white paint
Cotton swabs (Q-Tips) or cotton
buds

How to:

Modifications / extra ideas:

Explore the wonders of winter weather with this simple
To create a bigger blizzard effect, have the children try
snow themed art project. Creating a snow painting using
holding and painting with multiple cotton swabs at once.
cotton swabs allows children to strengthen their fine motor
skills while giving them the opportunity to explore new ways
to express their creativity.
Adapt:
Discuss with the children the various types of weather that
may occur during the winter months, specifically snow.
Explain to the children that snowfalls can range from light
dustings to full blizzards resulting in numerous inches of
snow. Tell the children that they will be creating their own
wintery scene using paint.

Younger children, or those struggling with fine motor skills,
may find holding more than one Q-Tip at a time easier.
If needed, hold the cotton swabs together with a simple
rubber band while they work on improving their grasp.

Give each child a sheet of blue construction paper along
with some washable white paint and a few cotton swabs.
Have the child hold and dip a cotton swab into the white
paint and then use it to dot and swirl the paint around on
their paper to resemble the look of a snowstorm. There is
no right or wrong way to do this, and each child should be
given both the time and the space necessary to create their
own snowy day as they see fit.
Encourage the children in the group to try using both
hands to paint using the cotton swabs to further work on
strengthening their small motor muscles. After all of the
children have finished their paintings, explore each of
the snow paintings with the entire group and explain to
the children that every snowfall is unique just like their
paintings.
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Count & Cut Snowman
Book based on:
The Biggest Snowman Ever

Skills targeted:
Fine motor, math

Materials:
•
•
•
•
•

Die
Snowballs printable
Scissors
Construction paper in black,
white, orange, and brown
Glue

How to:

Modifications / extra ideas:

After reading The Biggest Snowman Ever by Steven Kroll
the children will use their counting and cutting skills to build
their own snowman.

To extend the learning, children will compare and contrast
how big their snowmen are with each other. This activity can
also be differentiated by giving children two dice to roll so
they can count or add the number of dots up to twelve and
create an even bigger snowman.

First, they will roll a die and count the number of dots on it.
Practicing how to count in preschool will set the foundation
for learning and increase children’s comfort and confidence
when working with more advanced math and number
concepts.

Adapt:

For children who haven’t developed their fine motor skills
or hand muscle strength yet, encourage them to cut the
The children will then cut the same number of circles out
from the snowballs printable or a piece of white construction snowballs but pre-cut the snowman’s eyes, nose, mouth,
arms, and buttons or use hand-over-hand to help the child
paper that they rolled on the die. For example, if a child
cut.
rolls a four on the die, he or she will cut four circles or
snowballs out of the paper.
Cutting the circles will help children to develop control of
the small muscles in their hands, hand-eye coordination,
and fine motor skills. After cutting the circles out, children
will stack them on top of each other to build a snowman.
They can glue the circles together or continue to roll the die,
count the circles, and build different snowmen.
Children will then cut circles out of the black construction
paper for the snowman’s eyes, mouth, and buttons. They
can also cut a triangle out of the orange construction paper
for the snowman’s nose and two rectangles out of the brown
construction paper for the snowman’s arms. They will glue
all of the pieces onto the circles to create their snowman.
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Fake Snow Snowmen
Book based on:
The Biggest Snowman Ever

Skills targeted:
Fine motor, sensory

Materials:
•
•
•
•
•
•

8 cups Cornstarch
1 cup Olive oil
Sealable plastic bag
Optional peppermint essential
oil for aroma
Kitchen spices: clove, cinnamon,
anise and various other
interesting looking shapes
Sensory bin

How to:

Modifications / extra ideas:

This multi-sensory winter activity is perfect for bringing
snowy fun indoors! No real snow is needed! This activity
is excellent for developing and strengthening fine motor
skills and hand muscles. Children get creative while forming
snowmen or building other objects. This is also a fantastic
sensory activity as children feel and smell the dough.

This soft snow dough is fabulous for use in a writing tray.
This can be used for a child to practice writing numbers,
letters, shapes, sight words or mathematical equations.

Prepare the faux snow by adding half of the cornstarch
to a sealable plastic bag, and add in half the oil. Zip the
bag closed with minimum air and knead until the oil and
cornstarch are well mixed. Empty out into the sensory
bin and repeat with the rest of the ingredients, optionally
adding the essential oil for the aroma.

Other objects can be created out of this snow dough
including mountains and animals. Use the fake snow as is
for a great sensory adventure!

Provide the kitchen spices in a separate bowl for the
children to use in the creation of their snowmen. Spices add
an interesting olfactory sensory experience to this activity!

Adapt:

For a more challenging activity, ask the child to make a
snowman that is a certain number of inches tall or wide. It
can also be challenging to ask the child to create a pattern
in the snowman’s ‘skin’.

Children can mold the super soft fake snow into the shape
of a snowman. Then the spices can be used to complete the
look of a true snowman.
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Snowflake Sensory Bottle
Book based on:
The Snowy Day

Skills targeted:
Sensory, science

Materials:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

How to:
This snowflake sensory bottle is great sensory tool for
children. It can have a calming effect as the snowflakes flow
back and forth. This is also a great way to talk about winter,
especially for children who do not experience snow.
As children look at a sensory bottle, they are learning about
viscosity. Viscosity is a way to describe the thickness of a
liquid.
When picking out a water bottle to use, it is important to
consider durability. Sensory bottles with smaller lids will be
able to withstand being dropped a lot better than sensory
bottles with the wide lids and openings. A fall onto a tile or
wood floor could break a bottle lid, yet a fall onto carpet is
less likely to cause damage.
Begin by using a clean sensory bottle. It is easiest to start
with a water bottle that is unused. Simply pour the water
into another glass to drink or to use as part of your sensory
bottle. Using materials that are new or clean will help
prevent undesirable mold from growing.
Put a funnel at the top of the sensory bottle to make
pouring easier. Add enough water in to fill about one-half
of the sensory bottle. Next, add corn syrup to the water. A
little bit goes a long way.

Clean water bottle
Water
Corn syrup or baby oil
Snowflake confetti
Funnel
Fine glitter (optional)
Super glue (optional)

syrup or water can be added to make the snowflakes flow
faster or slower.
Corn syrup is not available everywhere. A good substitute
for this is baby oil or mineral oil. In this case, do not use
any water at all and put oil in two-thirds of the bottle.
Lastly, add the snowflake confetti. This should be available
at most craft stores or online. If the snowflakes are moving
too slowly, add more water to the sensory bottle. On the
other hand, if the snowflakes are moving too quickly, add
more corn syrup in increments of one teaspoon at a time.
Bottles with baby oil or mineral oil cannot be adjusted and
only have one speed.
To make the sensory bottle glisten even more, add some
fine glitter. For children who may be tempted to open the
sensory bottle, it is a good idea to seal it shut with super
glue or hot glue. Keep in mind that these will need to be
glued every few months.

Modifications / extra ideas:
Make a second sensory bottle with just water and snowflake
confetti. Set it next to the first sensory bottle. Have the
children compare how thick the corn syrup water is next to
the water. Explain that the one with the corn syrup is more
viscous than the sensory bottle with just water.

The goal is to fill the sensory bottle to around two-thirds of
the bottle. It is best to start at half full so that extra corn
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Acting Out The Mitten
Book based on:
The Mitten

Skills targeted:
Gross motor, literacy

Materials:
•
•
•

White blanket or sheet
Tunnel or small chair or table
(optional)
Stuffed animals (optional)

How to:
Retelling or acting out our favorite stories builds reading
comprehension skills. Children recall the characters, setting,
details, and order of the story. Acting allows a favorite book
to come to life through pretend play.
After reading The Mitten make a list of the animals in order
that crawl into the mitten. Flipping back through the book,
invite the children to help you remember which animal
characters appeared first, next, and last.
This list is a great opportunity for the adult to model writing.
“Who was the first character to find the mitten? Yes, the
mole climbed in first. Let’s write mole on our list. I hear the
/m/ sound at the beginning of mole.” Later add pictures of
the characters to the list so children can use the images to
assist them in reading the list.
The list of animals in order is as follows:
Mole, Rabbit, Hedgehog, Owl, Badger, Fox, Bear, Mouse
Create a mitten that the children can actually crawl inside
by placing a white sheet or blanket over a tunnel, small
table, or chair. The space doesn’t need to be able to hold all
children as they can simple crawl through then sit together
to pretend they are inside the mitten. The adult may even
hold the blanket up like a curtain for the children to crawl
under.
Choose one child at a time to be each of the eight animals.
When working with less children, stuffed animals may

represent some of the characters. An alternative would
be to have children pick their character roles by choosing
pieces of paper mixed up in a bowl or hat. Opening the
slips of paper and reading the animals names would add
additional fine motor and literacy skills.
As each child is selected to become a character, he or she
will take their turn to crawl into the mitten. They love to act
out this part. The adult can make it even more exciting by
exclaiming how full the mitten is getting and how it looks
like it is stretching larger and larger! “Are the animals warm
in there?”
Once the mouse finally crawls in and touches the bear’s
nose, the bear sneezes. All the animals fly out of the mitten.
Expect lots of laughter during this part and requests to act
the story out again and again!

Modifications / extra ideas:
The materials can be set up for the children to revisit and
act out the story independently during free choice or play
time. You may add animal masks or headbands or name
tags to identify who is playing each part.

Adapt:
Children who are working on learning position words (such
as in, through, and under) will especially benefit from acting
out this story.
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Snowflake Hop
Book based on:
The Snowy Day

Skills targeted:
Gross motor, listening

Materials:
•
•

How to:
Stuck inside during the winter months? This fun snowflake
hop game is a great way to help children get out some
excess energy and use those large muscles. Jumping takes
coordination, balance, and strength so it’s a perfect gross
motor activity to do with children inside.
Using painter’s tape create several snowflakes on the floor
in an open area. To make the snowflakes, cut strips of
painter’s tape and place in an “X” shape on the floor. Then,
add two more pieces, overlapping in the center and fitting
between the open areas of the “X” to create a snowflake
shape. Make sure that the majority of the strips of tape are
at least five or six inches long. Some can be a bit longer or
a bit shorter. The goal is to create a snowflake that is large
enough for a child’s feet to land on comfortably. Spread
the snowflakes out over the flooring, making some close
together and others a bit farther apart.
Explain the rules to children and show them that they
should jump from snowflake to snowflake without touching
the floor around them. Depending on how the snowflakes
are arranged in the space and the number of children
jumping, the adult may want to designate a snowflake to
begin jumping on and one to end jumping on. This will help
keep the flow of children consistent. Also, if there are many
children the adult may ask that children go one at a time.
This is a good way to practice turn-taking and patience for
children.

Blue painter’s tape
Open area of flooring

Encourage children to jump from snowflake to snowflake.
Try different ways of jumping: hop with feet together, from
foot to foot, or like an animal. Pretend to be a frog, bunny,
or kangaroo! It’s an engaging game that gets kids moving
and having fun!

Modifications / extra ideas:
Add music to turn this into a fun musical gross motor game
for kids. When the music plays, have the children jump as
fast as they can from snowflake to snowflake. When the
music stops, they have to freeze! It’s an interactive way to
help children improve listening skills.

Adapt:
Learn to count and practice number order by labeling each
snowflake with a number and having children jump number
to number in sequence.
Practice letter sounds or sight words by writing them one
the middle of snowflakes and having children make the
letter sound or read the sight word when they land on a
snowflake.
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Animals Pretend Play
Book based on:
Animals in Winter

Skills targeted:
Gross motor exercise, empathy

Materials:
•

Large area. Trapeze (Optional)

How to:

you would want to save for an entire winter.

This simple activity is a great way to get the wiggles out
and develop coordination. You can also use it to talk about
how different animals’ bodies work differently and to
develop empathy with other living things.

Squirrels and hunting animals: Ask children to spread out
and look for “food items”. If there aren’t nuts in the area,
look for small rocks or allow them to gather pretend food
items.

Before you begin, read through the book Animals in Winter.
Find an outdoor play area or an indoor area with plenty of
space. Lead the children in actively pretending to be each
type of animal. Allow plenty of time so that the children can
feel engaged in each type of play without feeling rushed.

Modifications / extra ideas:
Give children the opportunity to develop their own actions
to mimic specific animals.

Butterflies and birds: Run through the play area flapping
arms as wings. Talk about flying out of your town, through
your state, through the next state, and into the next
country to help the children imagine the magnitude of the
animals’ travel.
Bats: If it is safe to do so, allow children to take turns
hanging upside down. Or have children stand up and let
their head hang to the ground. Ask children how they would
feel to be in this position for the rest of the day. What about
the rest of the week? Explain that bats bodies are different
from human bodies so they can do this.
Groundhog: Ask children to curl up in a ball on the floor
and lay quietly. Let them rest there and imagine they are
sleeping for a long, long time.
Pika: If available, go to a grassy area and pick blades of
grass and put them into a pile. Talk about how much grass
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Measuring with Mittens
Book based on:
The Mitten

Skills targeted:
Circle time, measuring, math

Materials:
•

How to:
This mitten math activity can be done with one child or a
group of children. Before using paper mittens, explore real
mittens. Ask the children to describe their pairs of mittens.
Compare mittens and notice the variety of colors and sizes.
Discuss how the mittens might all be a bit different in
appearance, but they all serve the same purpose. No matter
what, they keep our hands warm.

Mitten printable

where the adult will record how many mittens are needed
for each child.
Hand each child a paper mitten again. Invite one child to
lie down in the middle of the circle. One by one, have the
children place their mittens in a line starting from the toe
and stopping at the top of the head. Together, count how
many mittens were needed. Write that number beside the
child’s name on the sheet of paper.

When finished, note how many mittens long each child was.
Talk about short and long. Place a long item in the middle
How many children were eight mittens long? How many
of the circle time area, as well as a short item. Ask some
were seven? Who was longest? Who was the shortest?
of the children to leave the circle and look for short items.
Have them bring them back to the circle. Ask the next group
of children to leave the circle and find long items. Place all
the items in the middle of the circle, all mixed together. Call Modifications / extra ideas:
each child to either pick up a short item or a long item.
Put together a measurement center. Have rulers and
tape measures available as well as the paper mittens.
Pass out the paper mittens. Tell the children they are going
Throughout the day the children can measure objects in
to use them to measure larger items. Hand each child
their surroundings. Use markers and stickers to decorate
a mitten and ask them to make a line with them. This
the paper mittens.
encourages the children to work together as they place the
mittens in a row. When all the mittens are lined up, count
how many there are altogether. Collect all the paper mittens
and have the children help measure other distances, such as
from the wall to the table, from the table to the sink, from
the sink to the door. Each time, have the children count the
mittens out loud as they are lined up.
Have everyone return to the circle. Explain that each child
will now be measured using the paper mittens. Take a large
sheet of paper and write each child’s name on it. This is
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Snowball Number Line
Book based on:
The Snowy Day

Skills targeted:
Circle time game, math

Materials:
•
•
•
•

Small paper bag
Marker
White foam
Scissors

How to:

Modifications / extra ideas:

Have fun recognizing and ordering numbers in this snowy
day inspired Snowball Number Line game. It can be used
with just one child or several children; the more children
involved, the more teamwork will be necessary.

For a fun twist, hide the snowballs around the room. Have
each child find a snowball, then work with the other children
to get in numerical order.

First, decide the number of snowballs needed and cut that
many circles out of white foam. These circles will be your
snowballs.
Next, write a number on each snowball. Place them all into
a bag and give them a good shake.
If playing with multiple children, have each child pick a
snowball out of the bag. Once each child has a snowflake,
encourage them to look at their number and work together
to get into numerical order.

Alternatively, use this idea with the letters of the alphabet
or the child’s name.

Adapt:
If a child needs something less challenging, draw out a
number line and have the child draw a numbered snowball
and match it to the number on the number line.
For students who need something more challenging, ask
simple addition problems.

Afterwards, have a child or the adult check to make sure
every snowball is in the correct order by counting along the
number line.
For one child, placing the snowballs into a bag isn’t
necessary but adds to the fun! Simply present the snowballs
in a pile and have the child put them in numerical order on
the table.
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Snowman Emotions
Book based on:
The Biggest Snowman Ever

Skills targeted:
Social/emotional, fine motor,
sensory

Materials:
•
•

How to:
Help children explore the world of emotions with this simple
sensory activity.

Cornstarch or flour
Circular cake pan

After each emotion, have the children gently shake their
pans to settle the flour before moving on to the next one.

As the children move through the story, ask them how
they know which emotion a particular character is feeling.
Observing the characters in the story, The Biggest Snowman Prompt them to remember a time in which they felt that
same emotion.
Ever, and drawing faces to represent the emotions felt
by the characters will allow children to identify and name
This activity easily opens up an opportunity for the adult
their own emotions. They are also exploring empathy as
to discuss big feelings with the children as well as positive
they learn to also recognize and understand the feelings of
ways to work through each emotion.
others.
Explain to the children that everyone has a wide range of
emotions that they may feel throughout each day. We can
often figure out what other people may be feeling by simply
looking at their faces.
After reading the story, fill a shallow, circular cake pan with
either cornstarch or flour to represent snow. Then, explain
to the children that they will be representing different
emotions by making faces in the “snow.”

Modifications / extra ideas:
For children with sensory issues, it may be helpful to start
them off with an instrument that they can use instead of
their fingers such as a pencil, wooden dowel, or a cotton
swab.

Read through the story a second time, stopping in places in
which the characters in the story may be experiencing easily
recognizable emotions. After rereading a section, ask the
children what each of the characters may be feeling based
on their facial expressions and dialogue. Encourage the
children to use their fingers to draw these emotions in the
pan.
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